
THE METAVERSE CINEMADROM 
WHITE PAPER PRESENTS

LIGHT - WHITE PAPER 
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To achieve this goal and organize the VR space in

the new “Hollywood”, Metaverse “CINEMADROM”

creates a “MovieLand” DAO, which is managed in a

decentralized manner and controlled by users

through the “AI Movie” algorithm.

OUR MAIN GOAL it is to create a new, developed, and decentralized system of the global Media and

Movie Industry, based on blockchain using AR / VR meta-technologies in the New “World Cinema

3.0”, and the New VR “Hollywood” implemented in the “MovieLand” DAO. Where any the user will be

able to create his own VR Business and earn income using the “AI Movie” algorithm.

For these PURPOSES, based on META and “AI Movie” technologies, “MovieLand” DAO was created!

THE METAVERSE CINEMADROM IN “MOVIELAND” DAO IS THE 

EVOLUTION OF WORLD MEDIA AND CINEMA IN WEB 3.0!

Since August 2018 the CINEMADROM to create a new Meta Universe for a Cinematography and

Media industry. The “MovieLand” DAO is an expanded new virtual reality (VR) that intersects with

physical reality (AR) in Web3 format and uses the AI Movie algorithm to create Media content and

Movies or organize the user any VR business operating in the New VR" Hollywood" allowing you to

earn money many times over!

MOVIELAND
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"MOVIELAND" DAO IS THE NEW VR HOLLYWOOD

In "MovieLand" DAO, through the "AI Movie" algorithm, every USER receives INCOME!

In the "MovieLand" DAO, all users can get VR land and create any VR business

through "AI Movie". Gradually, "MovieLand" users will have all the necessary

infrastructure for work and leisure. All companies or ordinary users who are engaged

in: Finance, Production, Marketing, Film Distribution, Trade, Entertainment

Industry, IT services, etc. will open their offices and representative offices to

conduct business through the “AI Movie” algorithm.

The "MovieLand" DAO is a

large VR city in the form of New

VR "Hollywood" and a platform

for various businesses, as well

as for the production and

display of media content.

Therefore, in “MovieLand” you

can open any VR business that

can also intersect with the AR

space.

How can any user earn and receive income in “MovieLand” DAO?:

• Buy and Sell VR land in the ”MovieLand” 

center (short-term income);

• Buy VR land in the “MovieLand” center 

and rent it out to those users who open 

their own business (long-term income);

• Buy VR land and launch the “AI Movie” 

algorithm, which will build any VR 

business and take control to generate 
income for the user (recurring income).
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How does a user earn money in “MovieLand” DAO?

BUY AND SELL VR LAND

Buy land in the "MovieLand" DAO, in the form of an NFT token. In the future, rent out

the land for a VR/AR business in "MovieLand", and receive a constant profit every

day in the amount of 10% from the income of the VR business built on your land.

BUY VR LAND AND BUILD A VR BUSINESS

Invest in your land in the VR space “MovieLand” - it’s profitable, safe and 

promising. Do your X1000!

Buy land in the "MovieLand" DAO, in the form of an NFT token. Sell the land later, at a higher

price and get a profit from x10 to x30. You can buy 1 square (100 m2), or you can buy a whole

block. Or buy and sell apartments.

BUY VR LAND AND RENT IT OUT

Buy land in the "MovieLand" DAO, in the form of an NFT token. Build any business,

for example, a Cinema or Shopping Center. Receive regular profits from 10% to

90% from the constant rental of Films in your Cinema or sales of products and

services of your Business.

BECOME THE "MOVIELAND” USER

Relax, do business, buy goods, use the services of companies, or just walk around the DAO “MovieLand”

and earn MOVIECASH coins for all your actions and time spent in the New VR “Hollywood”.
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With AI Movie, easily create any video clip or your own business and earn money.

What does the AI Movie algorithm do?

With AI Movie, easily create your own movie
masterpiece or any video (for advertising
business or entertainment) and earn money
from it.

AI Movie is your vision brought to life. It is so simple that it will soon be available to ordinary users, and for 
filmmakers, AI Movie will simplify film production and save money.

With AI Movie, quickly create your own VR
business and make money from it. AI Movie
completely manages your business and
brings profit.
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You just need to figure out what your film, video clip or advertisement will be about and then the AI Movie 

algorithm will do everything on its own.

You can always make changes to production at every stage of the AI Movie.

How does AI Movie work and function for film production?

✓ Starts the process of creating a 
synopsis, script, episode plans, 
characters' dialogues.

✓ Creates the image, characters and 
costumes of the heroes of your film.

✓ Creates images of nature, interiors, 
stage props.

✓ Makes a schematic storyboard of 
each scene.

✓ From the individual storyboards, 
Cinema-Matic collects and corrects 
the episode plan.

✓ On the basis of Cinema-Matic, the 
script is corrected and finalized, if 
necessary, new characters and their 
motivations are added to make the 
story organic.

✓ Based on the script, he creates frames 
from the film, which he combines into 
scenes. Gradually, all scenes are 
created from the first to the last.

✓ For pre-scripted scenes, starts the 
animation and creates movement in 
the scenes. According to the script on 
certain scenes, the movement of 
characters accelerates, slows down or 
remains normal.

✓ Movie scenes are combined into 
episodes.

✓ Starts the process of rough voice 
acting of finished scenes, creates 
dialogues of characters.

✓ The characters and the film come to 
life.

AI Movie PRE-PRODUCTION AI Movie PRODUCTION

✓ All created and animated scenes 
based on the episode plan are 
combined into a single film.

✓ The process of final dubbing of the 
scenes is launched (an emotional 
color is given to each scene and 
dialogues are corrected).

✓ Musical compositions for the film 
are created and superimposed on 
the desired scenes.

✓ The color correction of the film as a 
whole is done and the visual 
psychological coloring of the film is 
created depending on the genre of 
the story.

✓ The final rendering of the film is in 
progress. All your film is ready.

AI Movie POST-PRODUCTION
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In DAO “MovieLand”, all residents

and guests located in different

places have the opportunity to

relax, have fun or work together in

their virtual offices, using their

avatars and the “AI Movie”

algorithm for relaxation or earning

money.

ANY USER CAN BUY LAND IN “MOVIELAND” AND CREATE THEIR OWN VR/AR BUSINESS

In Metaverse Cinemadrom VR and AR are now in one space created in DAO “MovieLand“

Any film company (producer or director) will receive 70%
of the fees for showing their film. At the same time, the
film company does not bear any expenses associated
with distribution and marketing for distributing the film.
The rest of the money from 1% to 10% goes to the
viewer. The remaining 10% to 20% is sent to the
CINEMADROM reserve fund, which can be burned or
used for the development of Metaverse CINEMADROM.

The film company and producer have

their own VR spaces, VR filming sites

and cinemas. Filmmakers and Producers

can quickly find funding for their films.

Viewers will get a new emotional

experience from watching films created

using new “AI Movie” technologies in

“MovieLand”.

In Metaverse "CINEMADROM" all
users earn and receive income.
Make a movie or relax, do
business, buy goods, use the
services of companies or just walk
around the "MovieLand" DAO and
receive MOVIECASH & LUMIERE
coins for all your actions.
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The “MovieLand” is a big VR city and a platform for any business. Therefore, in

“MovieLand” you can open any VR business, which can also intersect with AR space.

The answer is simple. You only need to buy land (your space in

“MovieLand”) and nothing else is needed. The “MovieLand” algorithm will

do everything automatically and build your business. Your income will

directly depend on the amount of your land, the more it is, the more users

your business can use.

• CINEMA BUSINESS - (Film Company Offices, Production Centers, Film Studios, Film Markets, 
Actors Offices and Agencies, Screenplay Agencies, Independent Filmmakers Offices, Film 
Festivals, Film Schools, etc). 

• DISTRIBUTION - (Distribution Company, Cinema Theatre, Theatres).
• MEDIA BUSINESS - (TV companies, Concert Halls, Show place).
• IT BUSINESS - (Developer Companies, Game Companies, IT Freelancers, Game Places, 

Casinos).
• ADVERTISING BUSINESS - Marketing and Advertising Agencies.
• FINANCIAL BUSINESS - (Crypto Exchanges, DeFi protocols, NFT marketplaces, Banks, 

Financial and Venture Funds, etc).
• TRADING BUSINESS - (Shopping Centers, Restaurants, Hotels, Business Centers).
• RESIDENTIAL FUND - (Houses, Apartments, Cottages).

ANY USER CAN BUY LAND IN “MOVIELAND” AND CREATE THEIR OWN VR/AR BUSINESS

What businesses was “MovieLand” DAO created for?

What is needed for this?

For example, “MovieLand” is a 
perfect fit for the following 

business:



“MOVIELAND” IS A PERFECT FIT FOR THE CINEMA BUSINESS

CINEMA BUSINESS - (Film Company Offices, Production Centers, Film

Studios, Film Markets, Actors Offices and Agencies, Screenplay

Agencies, Independent Filmmakers Offices, Film Festivals, Film Schools,

etc). Any movie business can start making money in MovieLand, all you

need to do is buy land. The AI Movie algorithm will build the entire

business automatically.

Your income directly depends on the area of your land. The larger the area on which you have built

a business, the more users will be able to use your content or services (1m2 = 1 user). You can

always scale up your business if you later buy additional space and add more floors to your building.

To build your CINEMA BUSINESS, you only need to buy land in “MovieLand” and your income will be 

70% - 90% of the services or goods sold in Metaverse CINEMADROM.

For example, you bought a land of 7,000 m2 for a “CINEMA

BUSINESS” and built your a Film Company on it. This means

that you can build on your land the various infrastructure

needed for film production: (offices, casting rooms, shoot

pavilions, assembly rooms, etc.). the larger the area, the more

opportunities your film business has

You receive all income automatically, through “Metaverse 

CINEMADROM” smart contracts. 

The "MovieLand" at 
Metaverse CINEMADROM is 

the new VR Hollywood.



“MOVIELAND” IS A PERFECT FIT FOR THE DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS

DISTRIBUTION - (Distribution Company, Cinema Theatre, Theatres, etc).

Any DISTRIBUTION business can start making money in MovieLand, all

you need to do is buy land. The AI Movie algorithm will build the entire

business automatically.

Your income directly depends on the area of your land. The larger the area on which you have built a

business, the more users will be able to use your content or services (1m2 = 1 user). You can

always scale up your business if you later buy additional space and add more floors to your building.

To build your DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS, you only need to buy land in “MovieLand” and your income 

will be 10% of the movie screenings in your Metaverse CINEMADROM.

For example, you bought a land of 13,600 m2 for a

DISTRIBUTION and built your Cinema on it. This means that

no more than 13,600 people will be able to watch one

particular movie in your Cinema. Another movie will be able to

watch the same number of users, and so on. In your cinema,

you constantly earn 10% of the cost of one movie ticket. This

income algorithm works in any other business built in

“MovieLand”.

The "MovieLand" at 
Metaverse CINEMADROM is 

the new VR Hollywood.

You receive all income automatically, through “Metaverse 

CINEMADROM” smart contracts. 



“MOVIELAND” IS A PERFECT FIT FOR THE MEDIA BUSINESS

MEDIA BUSINESS - (TV companies, Concert Halls, Show places, etc).

Any MEDIA business can start making money in MovieLand, all you

need to do is buy land. The AI Movie algorithm will build the entire

business automatically.

Your income directly depends on the area of your land. The larger the area on which you have built

a business, the more users will be able to use your content or services (1m2 = 1 user). You can

always scale up your business if you later buy additional space and add more floors to your building.

To build your MEDIA BUSINESS, you only need to buy land in “MovieLand” and your income will be 

70% - 90% of the content screenings in your Metaverse CINEMADROM.

For example, you bought a land of 6,000 m2 for a MEDIA

BUSINESS and built your TV Company on it. Your company

will produce programs, shows and show viewers in

“MovieLand” your media product.

This means that no more than 6,000 people will be able to

one TV show of a particular show in “MovieLand”. Another

TV show will be able to watch the same number of users,

and so on. In your MEDIA BUSINESS, you constantly earn

70% of sales income (products, services, media content,

etc.) in “MovieLand”.

You receive all income automatically, through “Metaverse 

CINEMADROM” smart contracts. 

The "MovieLand" at 
Metaverse CINEMADROM is 

the new VR Hollywood.



“MOVIELAND” IS A PERFECT FIT FOR THE IT BUSINESS

IT BUSINESS - (Developer Companies, Game Companies, IT Freelancers,

Game Places, Casinos, etc). Any IT business can start making money in

MovieLand, all you need to do is buy land. The AI Movie algorithm will

build the entire business automatically.

Your income directly depends on the area of your land. The larger the area on which you have built a

business, the more users will be able to use your content or services (1m2 = 1 user). You can

always scale up your business if you later buy additional space and add more floors to your building.

To build your IT BUSINESS, you only need to buy land in “MovieLand” and your income will be 70% -

90% of the services or goods sold in Metaverse CINEMADROM.

For example, you bought a land of 7,000 m2 for IT BUSINESS

and built your Game Development and Sales Company on it.

This means that no more than 7,000 people will be able to play

one particular game in “MovieLand” at the same time. Another

game will be able to play the same number of users, and so

on. In your IT BUSINESS, you constantly earn 70% - 90% of

sales income (products, services, game content, etc.) in

“MovieLand”. This income algorithm works in any other

business built in “MovieLand” .

You receive all income automatically, through “Metaverse 

CINEMADROM” smart contracts. 

The "MovieLand" at 
Metaverse CINEMADROM is 

the new VR Hollywood.



“MOVIELAND” IS A PERFECT FIT FOR THE ADVERTISING BUSINESS

ADVERTISING BUSINESS – (Marketing and Advertising Agencies, etc).

Any ADVERTISING business can start making money in MovieLand, all

you need to do is buy land. The AI Movie algorithm will build the entire

business automatically.

Your income directly depends on the area of your land. The larger the area on which you have built a

business, the more users will be able to use your content or services (1m2 = 1 user). You can

always scale up your business if you later buy additional space and add more floors to your building.

To build your ADVERTISING BUSINESS, you only need to buy land in “MovieLand” and your income 

will be 15% of the sold services or goods advertised in Metaverse CINEMADROM.

For example, you bought a land of 5,000 m2 for ADVERTISING BUSINESS

and built your Advertising Agencies on it. Now you will automatically

broadcast your advertisement through an advertising agency in

“MovieLand”. This advertisement will be visible to users wherever there is

such an opportunity in “MovieLand”.

This means that no more than 5,000 people will be able to watch one

particular advertisement in “MovieLand”. Another advertisement will be able

to watch the same number of users, and so on. In your Advertising

Agencies, you constantly earn 15% of sales income (products, services,

movies, media content, etc.) based on your Agency ads seen by users. This

income algorithm works in any other business built in “MovieLand”.

You receive all income automatically, through “Metaverse 

CINEMADROM” smart contracts. 

The "MovieLand" at 
Metaverse CINEMADROM is 

the new VR Hollywood.



“MOVIELAND” IS A PERFECT FIT FOR THE FINANCIAL BUSINESS

FINANCIAL BUSINESS - (Crypto Exchanges, DeFi protocols, NFT

marketplaces, Banks, Financial and Venture Funds, etc). Any FINANCIAL

business can start making money in MovieLand, all you need to do is

buy land. The AI Movie algorithm will build the entire business

automatically.

Your income directly depends on the area of your land. The larger the area on which you have built a

business, the more users will be able to use your content or services (1m2 = 1 user). You can

always scale up your business if you later buy additional space and add more floors to your building.

To build your FINANCIAL BUSINESS, you only need to buy land in “MovieLand” and your income will 

be 15-25% of the financial services sold in Metaverse CINEMADROM.

For example, you bought a land of 7,000 m2 for a FINANCIAL

BUSINESS and built your a Company on it and created a

financial fund. This means that no more than 7,000 users can

use your a one specific financial services. Or you opened your

own crypto exchange office, this means that no more than 7000

users can trade in the markets. The larger the area, the more

opportunities your business has.

You receive all income automatically, through “Metaverse 

CINEMADROM” smart contracts. 

The "MovieLand" at 
Metaverse CINEMADROM is 

the new VR Hollywood.



“MOVIELAND” IS A PERFECT FIT FOR THE TRADING BUSINESS

TRADING BUSINESS - (Shopping Centers, Restaurants, Hotels,

Business Centers, etc). Any TRADING business can start making money

in MovieLand.City, all you need to do is buy land. The AI Movie

algorithm will build the entire business automatically.

Your income directly depends on the area of your land. The larger the area on which you have built a

business, the more users will be able to use your content or services (1m2 = 1 user). You can

always scale up your business if you later buy additional space and add more floors to your building.

For example, you bought a land of 5,400 m2 for a TRADING

BUSINESS and built your Trade Center on it where you sell various

goods.

This means that no more than 5,400 people will be able to buy the

same item in “MovieLand”. Another item will be able to buy the

same number of users, and so on. In your TRADING BUSINESS,

you constantly earn 80% of sales income (products, services, etc.)

in “MovieLand”. This income algorithm works in any other business

built in “MovieLand” . Also, you can additionally sell your products

and services through merchant partners in “MovieLand”.

You receive all income automatically, through “Metaverse 

CINEMADROM” smart contracts. 

The "MovieLand" at 
Metaverse CINEMADROM is 

the new VR Hollywood.

To build your TRADING BUSINESS, you only need to buy land in “MovieLand” and your income will be 

70% - 80% of the services or goods sold in Metaverse CINEMADROM.



PRIMARY FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT - MOVIECASH (MVH)

MovieCach Token (MVH) is a utility and

governance token in the Defi Movie and NFT

Movie protocols.

Distribution MOVIECASH (MVH) The utility token MOVIECASH (MVH) is

designed to launch and support the

operation of NFT Movie and DeFi Movie in

the Metaverse “CINEMADROM”.

The MVH token is a universal payment and administrative

unit on the Ethereum blockchain. With MVH you can buy

land in the “MovieLand” DAO and create a business, or

buy NFT tokens of film projects and earn income, or

manage the DeFi Movie protocol in the Metaverse
“CINEMADROM” or create Stable Coins LUMIERE (LUM).

MVH is a governance token in the Defi Movie protocol and a financial instrument.

MVH is currently trading on 
crypto exchanges:
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The distribution and unlocking of the MovieCash token occurs gradually 
according to the vesting schedule.



Decentralized Stable Coin LUMIERE (LUM)

Тhe LUMIERE (LUM) is the primary decentralized

stable coin backed by MovieCash (MVH), Movie

Projects, Defi Movie, NFT Movie assets, BTC and

ETH. LUM is required for operation and financial

transactions in the "MovieLand" DAO.

Get LUM all the time!

Create LUM in the decentralized

protocol "MovieLand", earn income

based on your business. Sell products,

services, have fun and get LUMIERE.

What makes LUMIERE (LUM) unique is that the Stable Token is not created simultaneously. LUMIERE minting occurs 
the moment users perform the required actions in the “MovieLand” DAO.

Build a business and get LUM!

Build any business in MovieLand DAO.

Receive LUMIERE as a profit of 10% -

90% from the ongoing operation of

your VR business. The larger the land

area, the more LUMIERE you will earn.Financial freedom always!

The decentralized coin that you

control. Instantly create LUMIERE

on your terms. Use your

intellectual assets or MovieCash.

Earn income.

Use the services and get

LUM!

When watching each film, the

Viewer earns LUMIERE. Also

perform any actions in

“MovieLand” and get LUMIERE.
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THE DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM FOR FINANCING FILM PROJECTS

Any movie company or producer will quickly raise a budget for the production of a movie 

project. Financing of the film project in “MovieLand” takes place in two stages.

The 2st stage of financing of a Cinema

Project is from 50% to 70% of the film's

budget a producer receives through

leveraging the DeFi Movie protocol. In the

DeFi protocol, the film company provides

property copyrights for a future film in the

form of a NFT or MovieCash or Stable Coins

(Lumiere) token as collateral for a loan.

The 1st stage of financing of a Cinema

Project is carried out by issuing NFT

tokens in the amount of up to 30% of

the film's budget. 1 token = 1 sec. film

timing. 30% of the budget is sufficient

for the pre-production of the film and

will create a reserve for the price

growth for NFT tokens.

NFT tokens Cinemadrom are simplifying the

copyright control of films and film series. The

owners of NFT tokens Cinemadrom, after the

release of a movie or movie series, are guaranteed

to receive income from investments in NFT tokens

that are linked to the cinema projects of the
Cinemadrom.

Choose and buy an NFT Movie token in “MovieLand” and get income!

FIRST Step is a sale NFT Movie SECOND Step is a loans DeFi Movie

Decentralized governance
system. The MovieCash MVH
token holder community
manages the DefiMovie
protocol, smart contracts on
which the Stable Coins
Lumiere is created and interest
rates.



THE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT IS NFT TOKENS REPRESENTING PROPERTY MOVIE RIGHTS

The NFT Movie Marketplace is a place

for trading digital tokens related to

visual works of art. Here you can

discover many different digital assets

that are associated with movies, movie

series, media content and metaverse

on the Bitcoin, Ethereum, Polygon

blockchain. The NFT Movie tokens are

individual and are digital assets for a

particular movie.

In the production of a film there are

three stages (pre-production,

production, post-production).

The investor at every stage can

participate in financing the project

and buy Exclusive Copyright Movie

Rights in the form of NFT tokens.

The NFT token of movie projects can be used as borrow in the DeFiMovie protocol to create stable 

coins LUMIЕRE (LUM) and obtain a loan for film production

Having the Property Movie Rights to the film in his investment

portfolio, the investor can constantly receive PROFIT for 2-5 years

after the release of a film. The investor's income comes from the

distribution of a movie on various resources (Cinemas, TV, Movie

Networks) in the “MovieLand” Metaverse VR space. In this way,

an investor can earn from 300% to 1000% of the invested

funds for the entire life cycle of the film.



THE MONEY MARKET PROTOCOL DeFiMovie in "MovieLand"

Any user can create their own stable coin LUMIERE. To issue a Stable Coin, a user must deposit their crypto 

assets (MovieCash or NFT movie) into the DefiMovie decentralized protocol.

DefiMovie is an open source, non-custody protocol that allows money markets to be
created. Users can receive interest on deposits and borrow assets for their own
purposes "Yield Farming".
Producers of a film projects can receive assets for the production of films on the bail of a
Movie Rights (NFT tokens movie projects) for their films. The MovieCach (MVH) token is
an analogue of the property Movie Rights and an element for DefiMovie protocol
control and is also used for collateral in DefiMovie.

Any user can create their own

LUMIERE stablecoin. To issue

LUMIERE, the user must deposit their

crypto assets into the decentralized

DefiMovie protocol.

After releasing Stable LUMIERE, the

user immediately receives income

based on the APY percentage of the

release.

Make a DEPOSIT Take a BORROW

Deposit any crypto assets available in the 

DefiMovie decentralized protocol and 

create your a deposit. You will immediately 

receive income from 7% to 25% per 

annum on your a deposit, depending on 

the asset contributed. If you have 

previously issued a stable coin MetaMovie 

you are already receiving income. You can 

withdraw your deposit and income at any 

time or withdraw only profit. You can use a 

profit for your needs.

Borrow any a crypto assets available in 

the DefiMovie decentralized protocol 

based on your a deposit. Or deposit the 

previously issued a Stable Coin 

MetaMovie as collateral for the borrow. 

When using a borrow, you will deposit 

from 8% to 27% per annum on your a 

borrow, depending on the asset received. 

At the same time, you will receive income 

from the deposit. You can close your 

borrow and withdraw funds at any time.

Make a LUMIERE



The "META Movie Universe CINEMADROM” CREATED FOR USERS:

AUTHORS
FINANCIAL

BUSINESS

CINEMA 

BUSINESS

INVESTORS

SPECTATORSMEDIA 

BUSINESS
ACTORS

ADVERTISERSTRADING

BUSINESS

IT BUSINESS

THE “MOVIELAND” METAVERSE IS INTENDED FOR USERS WHO WANT TO HAVE FUN AND INCREASE THEIR 

CAPITAL, AS WELL AS FOR FILM PRODUCERS WHO WANT TO MAKE THEIR OWN MOVIES.

MINERSTRADERSS



MAIN PROBLEMS OF FILM INDUSTRY

Independent producers, it is difficult to 

find money for the production of the film.

Difficulties in hiring qualified creative 

workers for film groups.

The problem is timely payment of fees to the 

authors and the film group, for the work done.

The problem with the protection of 

the copyright to the movie film script.

The absence of a world social platform for the 

interaction of all participants in independent films.

Problems of co-production (management, 

transactions, filmmaking).

Limited access to the international 

film market and distribution of films.

Most films do not pay for their own, the cost 

of production of money is not returned.

Income distributions are biased 

towards middlemen, not film makers.

ALL THESE PROBLEMS OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS SUCCESSFULLY SOLVED by the 

“MovieLand” DAO and AI Movie algorithm!



The AI Movie algorithm is already starting the production of these FILM PROJECTS

Now ACTIVE stage 1 - PRE-PRODUCTION

(preparation for film production). At this stage, it is

always profitable to invest funds, because

CINEMADROM metaverse creates only 30% of

NFT movie tokens from the total movie project

budget. This means that NFT movie tokens will

constantly increase in price.

A investor can earn from 300% to 1000% of the invested funds for the entire life cycle of the film.

The owners of NFT movie tokens, after the release of a

movie or movie series, are guaranteed to receive income

from investments in NFT movie tokens that are linked to the

cinema projects of the Cinemadrom. When the film is ready

and the rights to display the film by the theater and VR

distributors in “MovieLand” DAO are sold, the NFT token

holders receive income from the sale of the rights to display

the movie.



WELCOME to blockchain META Ecosystem CINEMADROM in the “MovieLand” DAO

The Cinemadrom creates the Metaverse “MovieLand” DAO and 

implements a system of financing movie projects through the 

NFTMovie and DeFiMovie protocol, and Stable Coins LUMIERE.

The Cinemadrom introduces an opportunity for short time to 

collect the budget for the production of the film using the 

decentralized NFTMovie and DeFiMovie protocol.

Cinemadrom lowers the barrier to entry into film production and 

makes investment affordable for everyone using NFT Movie, 

MVH coin and Stable Coins LUMIERE.

The Cinemadrom are introducing a decentralized transparent 

system of accounting and calculations in the film industry built 

on smart contracts and AI Movie algorithm in “MovieLand”.

Contacts for communication with the Cinemadrom team:

The Cinemadrom creates an effective blockchain Meta Ecosystem 

in “MovieLand”, where each user can create their own VR /AR 

business in the New "Hollywood" and earn income.

The Cinemadrom creates the conditions for generating income in 

“MovieLand” all users Meta ecosystem. All users in “MovieLand” 

receive LUMIERE coin by performing any action in the New 

"Hollywood".

WHAT IS THE ADVANTAGE OF METAVERSE CINEMADROM?

 Website: https://cinemadrom.com

     WhatsApp:  +44 7747 730218

 NFT Movie Marketplace: https://nft.cinemadrom.com/

MovieLand DAO: https://cinemadrom.com/movieland_dao/

DeFi Movie: https://cinemadrom.com/defi

 E-Mail: info@cinemadrom.com

 Twitter: @cinemadrom

 Telegram: @cinemadrom_com (Channel)

https://cinemadrom.com/
https://nft.cinemadrom.com/
https://cinemadrom.com/movieland_dao/
https://cinemadrom.com/defi/
mailto:info@cinemadrom.com
https://twitter.com/cinemadrom
https://t.me/Cinemadrom_com
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